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Aladdin Paperbacks, 2015. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. First
kisses are always nerve-racking--but especially when they re onstage! Can Grace find a real-life
Prince Charming before she has to lock lips in front of a crowd? When Grace Shaw finds out she s
been cast as the lead in her school play, she has about two seconds to celebrate before she realizes
she ll have to kiss Prince Charming, aka James Lowe, aka the heartthrob of Sloane Middle
School.on the lips! She s never kissed a boy, and the idea of experiencing her very first kiss in front
of a live audience with the most popular boy in school sounds like her worst nightmare instead of a
dream come true. So Grace s two best friends propose Operation Pucker Up--a plan for Grace to
score a kiss before opening night so she doesn t make a fool of herself in front of an audience. And
as if Grace isn t having a hard enough time, her estranged father suddenly reappears after leaving
six months earlier. Her mom and sister welcome Dad back with open arms, but Grace can t simply
forgive and forget. With opening night...
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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